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Peace and quiet at :no cost to students .
by Kristina Hansen
Copy editor

Central's relationship with
Japan has never been stronger,
and no where is that more
evident than by the construction of the Japanese garden,
said Ke11y Ainsworth, director
of international programs.
The garden, located behind
the tennis courts off Walnut
Mall, is estimated to cost
$224,000 with a substantial
portion of that coming in donations from Kijoto University
and the Shimane government
and Shimane University.
Also, a $51 ,000 grant was
awarded to Central in 1990
from theJapanesegovernment
through the Japan World Exposition.
''We are able to build this
garden because ofthe generous
help of the Japan World Exposition Commemorative
Fund," said Ainsworth.
The remaining funds will
come from Central's minor
capitol allocation fund for cam-

pus landscaping.
"This garden in no way impacts student funds or programs," said John Holman, director offacilities management.
The money for landscaping
was approved by the state
Legislature in the 1989 biennium, Holman said.
''We had to use the money for
landscaping, so why not make
something people can enjoy,"
said Bill Engle, supervisor of
. grounds maintenance.
A traditional Japanese garden
is considered sacred ground and
offers people a place that is
quiet and tranquil.
"The garden is a place of
meditation and reflection which
captures nature in its essence
and symbols," said Ainsworth.
The Japanese garden will also
be used as a learning tool for
anyone interested in Japanese
culture.
"Students wil1 get hands-on
experience as part of learning
about the culture," said
Holman.
Ainsworth said learning
should not be confined to an
indoor classroom and that the

Kristina HaDSen

Susan Brow ne, with grounds maintenance, rakes the zen garden in the Japanese garden

garden will serve many purposes other than aesthetics.
"That our students at Central will have an opportunity
to experience such a place on
,our campus is an extraordi-

nary
accomplishment,"
Ainsworth said.
Ainsworth also said much of
the credit for the garden goes
to Central's former president
Donald L. Garrity for his de-

velopment of relations with
Japan.
It is expected that students

See GARDEN/ page 2

C himp housing delayed
· out of proportion.
tors) have not progressed the
"There was a problem with job," said Holman. Recentaddthe fabrication in the measur- ons to Mitchell Hall and Hertz
The construction of Central's ing of the steel beams," said Hall have also been completed
• by the Pacific Crest
$2 million psychology
. Contractors, Inc.
animal research fa· The proposal for the
cility has been de•: research building has
layed because of
· been in the works
problemsfoundin the
since 1988 and the
dr~inage system and
con tract for the actual
the underground
production of the faseptic tank, said John
cility was signed last
Holman, director of
spring.
facilities manageFunds for the new
ment.
building are provided
The future home of
by capital appropriathe "chimp lab" was
tions, general revenue
originally scheduled
and timber trusts.
for completion Feb.
The chimp family,
14. However, the
Dar, Washoe, Tatu,
earliest completion
Moja, and Loulis have
date will be sometime
not been outside in 11
in June.
years, said Dr. Roger
lhe delays of the faFouts, psychology
cility began when
professor.
Pacific Crest Con"If you can imagine a
tractors, Inc., of Spoprison security where
kane, discovered a
they don't see any sun
problem with the
or feel any breeze,"
drainage of sewage
said Fouts, "you can
from an outside play
see what these chimps
area linked to the
are missing."
city's sewage system.
An underground Construction on the chimp lab is expected to be The new facility wi11
septic tank and new
I d· J
th b h" d d di"
supply the chimps
with an outside area
sewage system had to compete m une-mon s e m ea ane.
for them to see the sun and feel
be installed because rain wa- Holman.
ter cannot be allowed to drain When the pieces were brought a breeze.
The only place right now the
in to add to the building, they
into the city's sewer system.
Holman said the complica- were not cut properly to fit the
tions continued when some construction, said Holman.
See CHIMPS/ page 2
"In our opinion, they (contracpieces for the building were

by Katy Anderson
Staff reporter

Brent DaPron/The Observer

Community and college unite in business incubater.

Businesses born
with city's help
by Marc Bruno
Staff reporter

Central and the City of Ellensburg have teamed up to
give small busine~ses a fighting chance.
The Ellensburg Business Incubator is a program designed
to help small businesses survive their first five years of
development, at which point
they "hatch" into surrounding
Kittitas County.
The mission of the Incubator
is to encourage local employment and economic diversification by providing a tempo-

rary, multi-tenant building for
businesses at a reduced rental
charge, and provide free business management assistance
through Central's School of
Business and Economics.
The Incubator is designed to
accommodate four businesses,
although there are only three
currently involved with the
program: Cascade Specialty
Candy; RS Cabinetry and Furniture; and Quinn's Foods.
Businesses that apply for the
Incubator program must export the majority of its products outside Kittitas County to

See INCUBATOR/ page 2
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From INCUBATOR/ page 1
avoid competing with local retail businesses.
·
Formed in 1988, the Incubator facility is owned by the City
of Ellensburg and operated
under a joint-venture agreement with Central.
Jim Bradley, the program
manager and instructor at
Central, said about 90 percent
of all small businesses fail in
the first five years of existence.
Quinn's Foods w.a s the first
business to enter the program.
Owned and operated by Mike
Moeur, Betty Quinn Moeur,
and sister Susie Quinn
Cochran, Quinn's Foods produces salsa and pasta sauces
using their own recipes.
After two years of privatelabeling salsa exclusively for
Nordstrom's gift department
from a cannery in Sunnyside,
Quinn's Foods decided to upgrade their business and moved
into the Incubator.
Quinn's Foods provides about
20 part-time jobs during the
canning season, usually August
through November.
"We do our year's supply of
salsa when the peppers and
onions in the Yakima valley
are ready," said Betty Moeur.
Moeur said her company
didn't take full advantage of
the management assistance
available because her business
was already running before
they entered the Incubator.
However, she said it's comforting to know that financial
advice, bookkeeping, and
marketing assistance are
available at her request.
"If there's some expertise at
Central that we really need
help with, we could go to the
Incubator manager and ask
him if he has either a student
or professor in a certain area
who could help us," Moeur said.
Central students also benefit
from the Incubator because it
allows them the opportunity to
learn from a ''hands on" experience rather than from some
hypothetical business, Moeur
said.
Moeur said there's a lot of
satisfaction in owning her own
business, but the hours can be
long and stressful - up to 18
hours per day during canning
season.
"Small businesses are extremely difficult," Moeur said.
"It's not an easy business and I
wouldn't tell anybody it was.
''There are probably a heck of
a lot of easier ways to earn a
living."

~KIM'S
GEMSTONE
CUTTING

Campus police stories
The following stories are the vivid recreations of actual police reports as told to
The Observer by campus Police Chief
Steve Rittereiser.
A man started a fire in Muzzall Hall causing $400 in
damages.
The plants around the modulars North of Black Hall
were vandalized.
Someone broke into the chimp lab which is under
construction and stole $791 worth of construction
equipment, including a facsimile machine, some
portable radios, and a piece of aluminum scaffolding.
Police have no suspects at this time, but pawn shops
and recycling centers in the area have been alerted. ·
A 4x4 print was taken from the third floor common
area of the Language and Literature building. The
print, located near the philosophy offices, was taken
between Jan. 30th and Feb. 3rd.
Approximately 20 paintballs were shot at the west
si~e of Muzzall Hall this week.
ceived extensive training in
Japanese gardening and
landscaping in Tokyo from
interested in Japanese culture
1970 to 1977, after which he
and members of the commumoved to Portland.
nity, known as "Friends of the
According to a report by fagarden," will do basic maintecilities management to
nance on the garden with ma- · Central's Board of Trustees,
jor landscaping maintenance four lanterns totaling $25,000
done by Central' s grounds crew,
were donated from Kij oto Unisaid Holman.
versity and two lanterns toThe landscaping was provided
taling $10,000 were donated
by Masa & Associates, Inc. of by Shimane University.
'ruaiatin, Ore.
Also expected in the garden:
Masa Mizuno, the owner, rean arbor costing $8,000;

From GARDEN/ page 1

From CHIMPS/ page 1
chimps can look outside is a
small room from the third floor
of the psychology building
overlooking the parking lot.
Fouts said right now the
chimps have activities, games,
magazines and they even eel-

ebrate holidays, but they're
missing the outdoors.
Fouts said he has a moral and
ethical responsibility to them.
The chimps need a humane
and physical environment since
they can never be returned to
their original environment once
they've been brought into a
cultural setting, said Fouts.

'S
MOUNTAINVIEW
DAVE
SERVICE
SERVJCES AVAILABLE
r,, ..
Tune Ups - Winterize Pi-0 "Ve Pf1
':\.eO. Brakes - exhaust
'Pi111e 'l
cS.~e<(
Lube Oil & Filter
lJoffJe
~
Transmission
o-

Dave can fix your gas or diesel engine

711 S. MAIN (Across from Super 1) 925-4588

HIGH QUALITY
FAST SERVICE
SPECIAL ORDERS
Diamonds - Rubies
Emeralds - Sapphires
Ellensburg Blues
Amethyst
Semi-precious Stones
Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Sun. Noon-5
109 W 3rd.

925-4900

Police Crime Prevention Tip of the Week: The warm
weather may cause more people to take their bikes
out again, so remember to lock up your bicycles.
There has been a good deal of bikes stolen this week.
Also, the bike path is now complete, so all bikers are
advised to ride on the bike path instead of the pedestrian mall in order to avoid congestion or accidents.

Campus Cop will be back next week.
will be built with no nails-, dowels or glue. All wood pieces will
fit in finger joints ano be handplaned.
The garden will be enclosed
by a fence and open only during daylight hours. Central
will provide security with
regular patrols along Walnut
Mall. Holman said every part
of the garden will be visible by
officers on foot or bicycle.
The grandopening of the garden is expected to coincide with
Japan Week Apri] 6 - 12.

benches valued at $1,100; six
pine trees each costing $175;
14 spruce trees each costing
$400 and a rock and gravel
"zen" garden costing $5,000.
A teahouse and pagoda have
not yet been donated but are
being planned for the future.
Dale Brotherton, owner of
Takumi Co., of Seattle, is
building the front gate.
Brotherton did his apprentice
work in Japan from 1978 to
1981.
According-to Holman, the gate

Fouts noted a few years ago
one of the chimps was returned
to its original habitat and was
killed by the other chimps.
Fouts said the chimps did
not volunteer to be research
chimps and believes we need
to give them the best environment possible.
"We have a responsibility,"

said Fouts "to treat the chimps
with respect."
When the building is com- ·
pleted and the chimps have
adjusted to the new facilities,
Fouts hopes the program will
become self-supporting by organized sessions for tours and
a gift shop containing souvenir
items.

~DR.

MYRON LINDER
~DR. SANDY LINDER
,.

962-2570

Linder Chiropractic Center
1011 N. Alder ... next to campus

The

MANE ATTRACTION
HAIR DESIGN FOR MEN AND WOMEN

fine jewelry - jewelry repair
gem faceting - polishing

Someone took an unknown amount of candy from a
candy machine in Stevens-Whitney. Police said
someone broke a 24x6 hole in the window of a candy
machine and made off with the candy.

Let the hair care specialists qt
The Main Attraction create a
new look for you! Presenting
the newest techniques in
perming, coloring,
highlighting & hair cuts.
423 N. Pearl Street
Located Behind Jagoars

925-3159

Student Days:
Mon & Tues.
Evenings
by appt.

~LAssEsRf\

•Beginning counted cross-stitch
•Beading
•Wall Stenciling
•Paper Mache' •Quilted Pillows
...
•Fabric-covered jewelry boxes

Class schedules available
314 North Pine

962-9309
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Central's glass cockpit unique
by Robert Koser
Contributing writer

When the military cut the
number of flight slots available by half, many people
thought the flight technology
program would suffer.
The number of ROTC flight
technology students have decreased substantially, but
Central's flight technology
program is not wilting; its
blooming.

The Federal Aviations Administration has offered Central a $696,000 grant for computerization ofits flight simulators and training equipment.
If the grant is awarded, Central will purchase a computerized flight simulator called a
glass cockpit, which is expected to make Central's flight
technology department one of
the best.
To receive the grant Central
had to reach an agreement

ROTC active duty
placement above
national average
By Andrew Martin
Staff reporter

Central's Army ROTC battalion continues to prove that
it's one of the best in the nation.
Ninety-three percent of the
battalion's graduating class
were placed in active duty officer slots after graduating this
year. A figure well above the
national average of58percent,
said U.S. Army Capt. Neil
Brogren.
Brogren said the cadets applied for their slots at the beginning of their senior year.
They listed their 10 preferences for duty and then their
requests were sent to the national ROTC headquarters.
Cadets are selected for active
or reserve duty based on their
GPA, a recommendation from
their ROTC instructors, and
their advanced camp scores,
said Brogren.
Cadets attend the camp between their junior and senior
years.

"The cadets did very well at
camp this past summer. They
placed second, overall, out of
21 schools," Brogen said.
''Those scores are based on
rifle marksmanship, physical
training tests, squad tactics,
peer evaluations and write-ups
by their tactical officers."
"The results happened because of the training we received and because we have a
dedicated group of cadets,"
Cadet Robert Bertrand, 21, a
law and justice major said. "I
was pleased with the results."
Bertrand was placed in an
infantry slot for his work in the
ROTC program.
Cadet Jim Cannon, 27, a
business and economics major
who received a field artillery
slot said he wasn't expecting so
many cadets to get active duty.
"I was surprised because I
expected a lower percentage to
get active duty but our training was good and it made the
cadets a tight-nit group," he
said.

with Kittitas County Commissioners to lease 7.5 acres at
Bowers Field, located west of
campus. An agreement which
was finalized Tuesday Jan. 27.
The county has authorized the
lease at $1 a year for the first
25 years of the 75-year lease.
After the first 25 years, the
lease payments will be based
on a formula used for the State
Department of Natural Resources' Bower field facility.
The price of the lease is a
definite reflection on how the
county supports Central and
its flight technology program.
With a signed lease, the grant
from the FAA is expected to be
ma:de official sometime this
week.

·.

·.·.·,_-,·.·.·.·.· .. ·.·.·.·.·.·.· .. ·.·.·.·.·..

Robert Envick, chairman of
flight technology, said the new
flight simulator will give Central students their first shot at
working with a modern cockpit.
The glass cockpit is much
more advanced than the flight
simulators Central is currently
using. It is hoped students will
gain valuable experience with
the digital controls of the new
simulator.
"Central will be the only university in the United States
with this type of glass cockpit,"
Envick said.
By the end of the decade,
Envick hopes Central will be
known as one of the best, if not
the best, colleges for flight
technology.

Romantic
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SAVE AT ELLENSBURG FASHION CROSSROADS

'3-\ , $ ;Q1"'~
C'3S\'3- T ~

fmfl CRBBB•BB

Visa, Mastercard,
Discover welcome

Juniors, Misses and Plus Size Fashions

Fashion Crossroads
410 N. Pine
This Weeks Special:

Sweaters
SAVE AT ELLENSBURG FASHION CROSSROADS

I

SAVE MONEY ON MILK!
Valentines Day is Friday,
February 14.

Available in
Old-Fashioned
Recyclable
Glass Bottles

RICHELLE IS HAPPY
TO SERVE YOU

Make Your
Valentine Fall
Head Over
Heels.
Give Teleflora's Tumbling Hearts
Bouquet A delightful Valentine's
Day remembrance for sweethearts
and friends alike. Fresh blooms in a
whimsical, bright red porcelain bud vase.
To send this unique bouquet anywhere,
call or visit
our shop today.

3Tulefiota
Blossoms-n-Bows
320 East 4th
Ellensburg, WA 98926
(509) 925-6995

Jerrol's
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The bear facts on Cascade grizzlies
Grizzly bear sighting excites student biologist
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
(Sign-up schedules posted
two weeks in advance)
• Feb. 19: All-Phase Electric Supply Company,
management trainees.
(industrial distribution,
industrial electrician
technician, business,
management and marketing majors, minimum GPA
3.0) relocate nationwide.
• Feb. 27: First Investors,
management trainee
program. (all majors)
•Feb. 27-28: Boeing
Company (business and
technical majors) group
meeting Feb 27, 7 p. m.
SUB 204-205.
SCHOOL DISTRICTS
INTERVIEWING

• Feb. 11 Public School
Personnel Coop, (nine
districts in Olympia area).
All Subjects. All Grades.
Group meeting at 8:30 a.m.,
SUB 204-205. Interviewing
at CPPC.
•March 3: Issaquah
School District, K-8,
secondary biology, physics,
chemistry, math, industrial
arts, special ed, and school
psychologist. Group meeting at 10 a.m. in SUB 104.
• March. 5: Wenatchee
School District. All subjects.
All grades. Group meeting
9 a. m, SUB 204-5. Interviewing at CPPC.
GRADUATE ASSISTANTSffiPS

• Feb. 15: Applications for
graduate assistantships for
summer quarter and the
1992-93 academic year are
due in the Graduate Admissions office, Bouillon 205.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
•Feb. 7: Crater Lake
Lodge, seasonal resort
positions, contact CWU
student employment for
application.
• Feb. 13: YMCA Camp
Orkila, (education, sociology
and psychology majors)
table in the SUB from 9
a.m.-5p.m.

by Sam Ernst
Staff reporter

In recent years, the grizzly
bear population has increased
dramatically in the North
Cascade region, according to
Charlie Phillips ofthe Nati on al
Forest Service.
Some of these sightings have
been as close as 40 miles from
Central.
The most recent evidence of a
nearby grizzly appeared last
summer when biologists positively identified some prints
as being those of a grizzly.
Confirmed sightings and
hard evidence of grizzly bear
activivity is rare.
"Out of 100 incidents, as

many as 20 have been confirmed," Phillips said.
Wildlife biologists speculate
that food and the bear's need
for a suitable reproductive habitat, are the reasons for the
recent rise in the grizzly population in the North Cascade
region.
Lee Stream; ofthe Department
of Fish and Wildlife in Yakima,
said he would like to find an
area where a grizzly could be
captured.
Researchers would then fit it
with a transmitter which would
give them detailed information
about these local bears.
Michael Tonseth, a ·biology
major, describes the grizzly as
very elusive. He believes this
explains why one has not yet

been in the North
Cascades.
"(Collaring) is the
only practical way to
study their behavior
and migratory patterns," Tonseth said.
·Although 20 bear
sightings have been
confirmed, Phillips
suspects that there are
only three to five bears
which actually inhabit
the millions of acres
in the cascades.
According to
Tonseth, until the collaring takes place the
North Cascades grizzly will remain an
anonymous specter of
the local woods.

file photo

G~izzlies:

Central's new neighbors?

Central night club in the works
by Katy Anderson
Staff reporter

A new nightclub for students
to be located south of the cafeteria in the Samuelson Union
Building, is in the planning
stages, said Dan Sutich,
Central's student Board of Directors vice president.
Sutich said he is hopeful construction will start as early as
this summer.
The four-person committee
working on the first stages of
the project are now seeking
ways to get funds for the
project, Sutich said.
The committee, whose main
concern is financial planning
and the summary proposal,
would like to see alumni, parents and businesses as the
main source offunding for the
club.
''We want to try to involve

businesses in this region in this
idea," said Sutich.
The four-person committee
consists of Sutich, Gisella
Zuniga, director for SUB facilities planning council, Karen
Mowad, director of the SUB,
and Dan Layman, manager of
food services.
Sutich said when the plans
get underway, another committee will be formed to oversee
details, such as: club hours, who
can use the club, what type of
food will be available, the club's
name and what theme it will
carry.
Sutich hopes to get students
involved in this process.
''There will be guaranteed
student involvement through
the whole process," said Sutich.
When completed, Sutich said
the area may include activities
ranging from stand-up comics,
dances and "sports nights" with

a b_ig screen T.V.
'I'he activities could be sponsored by university clubs or
campus organizations.
The club will be complete with
a dance floor, cafe-style booths,
a disc jockey station, anda nonalcoholic bar. Food will also be
available ranging from pizza
to hamburgers, to bread sticks.
Sutich said the committee
wants to make the plans complete.

"We are taking a step by step
approach to make a quality atmosphere," said Sutich.
Some of the information for
ideas came from the University of Wisconsin, Eauclair.
Sutich said they (U. of Wis.)
had twice attempted to get their
project the way they wanted it.
"We want to get it right the
first time," Sutich said.
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Centennial celebration continues
by Greg L. Miller
Contributing Writer

Central's centennial activities continue Feb. 8 in Sue
Lombard Hall with a birthday
celebration commemorating
the university's first 100years.
The celebration replaces the
previously scheduled centennial costume dinner and the
centennial ball that were to be
held that day.
Gail Jones, directorofalumni
affairs and chairman of centennial activities, said the
birthda celebration would

replace the other two events
because there were too many
other similar activities taking
place on campus.

'The Success has
come from the campus community and
its attitude towards
(the Centennial).'
-Gail Jones
Director of Alumni Affairs
''The dinner and ball committee members decided that given
all the activities going on campus, a less formal evening

CHINESE NEW YEAR

would be more appropriate at
this time," Jones said.
The celebration, which is
semi-formal and open to all,
will run from 8 p.m. to midnight and will offer hors
d'oeuvres and an open bar.
Tickets are priced at $5 and
can be purchased at the SUB
information booth. or the
alumni affairs office.
Jones said centennial activities have been successful so
far, even though revenues anticipated by the planning committees for the activities fell
far short of expectations.
The projected budget for the

The Year of the Monkey

Julie Fukeda and Cheena Fujioka celebrate Chinese New Year at Michaelsen Hall

year was estimated at
$200,000, however only about
$35,000 was raised.
Even with the lack of funds,
Jones is pleased with the success of the centennial.
"We've been doing quite well,"
she said, "We've shown great
responsibility in how the money
(for centennial activities) has
been spent.
"The success has come from
the campus community's attitude towards it," Jones said.
Current centennial activities
include Max Benjamin's works
of pastels in the Sarah
Spurgeon Gallery in the art

building.
Benjamin, a Northwest
painter, has been doing pastel
works on paper since the early
1960s.
The exhibit is on display until
Jan. 31, Monday - Friday from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and features 30
pieces of art from his collection.
Gallery director Jim
Sahlstrand said the response
to the pastels has been good.
An exhibit of Glass Art featuring work of 11 former Central graduates, is scheduled for
the gallery Feb. 8 - Mar. 6.

Students speak
out in Olympia
A coalition of 70 Central
students made a visit to the
state Capital on Tuesday to
discuss possible tuition increases with their district
representatives.
Most of the students made
the trip to Olympia in the
two busses provided by the
Board of Directors.
Of the 40 districts in the
state, the Central coalition
represented 35.
Private appointments were
made with each student's
district represent¥ive.
Student leaders from campuses throughout the state

spoke before committee meeting discussing the possibel tuition hike.
Central was the only school
who brought a large group of
students on Tuesday.
The Universtiy of Washington made a visit with students
last week. A large demonstration was made by the UW students and the Central visit was
designed for a more constructive show of disapproval about
the possible14 percent tuition
raise.
The Central students left at 7
Tuesday morning and came
back at 7 that night.

Students Should
Be H Priority . ••
But Not When It Comes To
Balancing The Budget!
Let Them Know We Rre Here!
Call The Legislatiue Hotline

1-800-562-6000
The Board Of Directors Wants To Know How
To Help YOU!

Congratulations!
Society For Human Resource Management

Call 963-1693 or Stop By SUB 106
The Next Meeting Will Be Tuesday, Feb. 11th
In SUB 103
AS~~

ASCWU January Club Of The Month
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Pros and cons of
Safety Escort Service
The lights appear to be dimming on the proposed Safety
Escort Service.
The proposal has been the pet project of student Board of
Directors President Eric Peter and his staff.
After a year of solicting support and signatures, the difficulty of getting the service approved by the board of trustce:s
seems to be wearing it thin .
. At last Friday's meeting of the President's advisory council,
it turned from a solid plan into swiss cheese with one
question after another on the paticulars of a safety escort
service.
The positives have been laid out:
• Most universities in Washington state have an escort
service.
• Those programs work, therefore so should ours because it
is modeled after other working programs.
• Donations of equipment and money have been promised
• 2500 student signatures on a petition for the proposed
service.
But, who wouldn't sign a petition now-a-days?
Did they know it would cost them two bucks extra every
quarter? During a time of looming tution increases is it good
public relations to be asking for more money?
And not every student enrolled at Central lives on campus
or even in Ellensburg.
'
It was pointed out by Peter that only students who are
taking more than six credits and attend classes on the
Ellensburg campus would be charged.
This left a figure of about 3000 students. That times $2
equals $6000.
And that multipled by three quarters equals $18,000.
This figure is quite a bit short of the $35,000 estimated cost
of the service after donations.
One reason Central has never initiated a safety escort
service is because this is pretty much the safety capital of
universities.
Central has an extremly low incidence of crime.
And Peter does not deny that. He pointed out they are
trying to be "pro-active."
"Pro-active" is a political catch word for the 90s. Something
like when administrators say they are going to improve the
lines of communication.
·
Rhetoric to help fill out the sausage casing.
Linda Ruffer, director of the women's resource center,
made her position clear. The system would put the focus on
men as protector or preditor.
Ruffer suggested using money to create self-defense classes
people could take inorder to empower themselves.
Students could and do empower themselves each time they
call a friend when they feel unsure about traveling on
campus.
Personal plans. Calling friends, people they know trust,
who will walk with them. It is a real answer to the problem.
It is an inexpesive answer.
The Safety Escort Service, would work. In fact it would
probably go into action unoticed.
The $2 would just be a little scar tissue on the massive
wound tuition will probably become next year. A few people
would get jobs as escorts and some people would get a free
ride to the Tav. And that select few on the BOD could use
this program to pad their resumes.

. as~in1ton
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home, write a letter, warn
your parents not to fall for
the sleazy advertising tactics
of the Business and Economics Club.
The best thing in that
pseudo ''basket" was my
parent's well-wishes, and
they could have given me
that for 29 cents.
I, for one, wish they had,
and I know this quarter they
will.
Thanks mom and dad for
thinking of me, and thanks to
the Business And Economics
Club for taking my parents to
the cleaners for a pitiful
thing called a "Finals Week
Basket."

Basket
complaint
To the editor:

The end of the quarter and
finals week will be upon us
sooner than we think. I'm
writing to express my sheer
disgust in something the
Business and Economic Club
calls "Finals Week Baskets."
Let me relate my experience
from last quarter to you. I
was taking a much needed
nap when a bang at my door
woke me. I got up only to find
a ''basket" had been thrown
at my door and was lying
indiscriminately on its side.
My "basket" included a note
with the well-wishes of my
family.
On the top of the note were
the names and the prices of
each "basket." I marveled at
the tackiness of this and
continued to unwrap this
Saran-Wrap atrocity.
My "basket" was actually a
paper plate, and for $13 my
parents bought me an apple,
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Tonia Hagen

a pear, two candy bars, one
string cheese, one muffin and
a small bag of cocoa. The
advertised reusable basket
my parents thought they
were sending me was nowhere in sight.
Needless to say, my parents,
as well as myself, were
slightly hacked. Students,
while there is still time, call

Editorial cartoonist
David Zimmerman

To the editor:

I write in reference to the
"Campus Cops" section of the
Jan. 30 issue of The Ob-

See LETTERS I page 7
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The Observer, the official
student newspaper at Central
Washington University, is a
laboratory newspaper
produced in conjunction with
the school's Communication
department.
The Observer is distributed
each Thursday when school
is in session, except for
holidays, finals weeks and
summer quarters.
Signed editorials and
cartoons represent the
author's opinion; unsigned
editorials represent the
majority of The Observer's
editorial board.
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From LETTERS I page 6
server. I protest the way The
Observer handled the piece
about the happenings at
Hertz Hall the night of
Saturday 25. In an overview,
the story seems to be routine
reporting, much like every
piece done in that column.
But, wasn't this a story
deserving of a more complete
and far more sensitive
rendering? Was it necessary
to dehumanize and treat
superficial1y the human
events of that night.
Much has been spoken in
the last several days about
"the guy who lost it at Hertz",
but all on the campus should
be aware that this man had a
name; he had friends. One of
them was at the concert. But,
no one came to that friend to
ask questions. His answers
might have told a different
story. His answers may have
identified much of what was
written as hearsay and
rumor. In light of this, it
seems, The Observer wrote
that information that fell into
its lap and failed to dig for
the less obvious facets of the
story, it failed to get the goal
of the journalist: the whole
truth.
Further, The Observer
directly connected the man to
other incidents on the basis of
police suspicion. Our courts
do not assume guilt on the
basis of suspicion, why should
this man be tried by a college
paper?
It is true, the American
press has a responsibility to
remain objective, but need it

also be insensitive to its
subjects and readership?
Must the press dehumanize
to be effective? I should hope
not, or I would not pursue a
career in that field.
Brandon George Beams

Abortion
rebuttal
To the editor:

This is in response to Mike
Radice's commentary of Jan.
30.
Quote: "Morally, I feel abortion to be wrong. However,
I'm not here to be anyone's
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morality.... How can one
person, or group of people,
tell another what's wrong
and what's right, especially
in government?" How lofty.
How fashionable. How
politica11y correct.
How tragica11y ignorant.
What Mr. Radice, and the
multitudes of others who
blissfully mouth the same
sentiments, fails to realize is
that every society in history
has legislated morality, at
least in the arena of personto-person relations. Indeed, it
is quite impossible for society
to exist without such a code.
Social contract theory, as
formulated by Thomas
Hobbes and John Locke in
the seventeenth century, was
well known to the framers of
our Constitution - the same
Constitution which abortion
advocates say guarantees a
"right" to end a pregnancy.
The social contract involves
the members of a society
giving up a measure of their
unlimited freedom of action
in order to gain the benefits
of a government whose
primary responsibility is the
welfare of the citizens. Even
a cursory consideration of our
system shows that such a
contract was considered
essential by this nation's
founders.
The rub comes in determining who is to benefit from
government protection.
Admittedly, we have not
discovered scientifically when
an unborn child becomes a
unique human being; such an
empirical determination may
be beyond our abilities. But,
what cannot be denied is that
a fetus, regardless of its stage
of development, may already
be a person - not in potential,

but in fact. Since we cannot
rule this out, and since
human life is (potentially) at
stake, if we are to err let it be
on the side of caution. On
these grounds abortion
simply is not justifiable.
Inevitably, there will be
those who, instead of attempting to refute this
argument, will merely raise a
loud chorus of "CHOICE!"
For such, I am reminded of
Pavlov's classic stimulusresponse studies. It is not
idle speculation to wonder
who may be doing the conditioning.

Dawn Rowe

Dawn:
When you say David
Zimmerman's cartoon is
tasteless I hope that doesn't
mean you tried to eat it.
Although Zimmerman's
cartoons may be high in fiber,
they have been known to get
caught in the throats of those
trying to swallow them.
-Mark Eaton
Editor

Anthony Perez Miller

Students
Zimmerman create
paychecks
cartoons
can cause To the editor:
I was in the office of the
choking
Dean of College of letters,
To the editor:

I am offended by last week's
editorial cartoon. It was
tasteless and poorly done. We
chose Dr. Ivory Nelson for his
qualifications to help better
this university. The cartoon
made him look like a fool.
The cartoon also portrayed
Central employees as drunkards. I don't believe every
employee handles themselves
in the manner displayed. We
want to better this university
and we draw cartoons such
as this one? Nelson is here to
help. We shouldn't welcome
him by throwing him up on

BEADS•BEADS•BEADS
•Glass seed beads • Pony-heart beads
• Rochaille beads
• Plated beads
•Glass bugle beads •Pearls

•JEWELRY FINDINGS •

~~

the cross so early in his
arrival. Give Nelson a chance
for pity's sake.

• Post-backs
• Fishhook earwires
• Necklace closures
• Leather lacin & more

Arts and Sciences on Jan. 14
to obtain a signature for a
course vital to my degree and
for which I had failed to
register by the deadline. I
waited there approximately
45 minutes after the lunch
hour for either the dean or
the assistant dean to arrive.
During this time I was
subject to one of the few putdowns I have ever personally
suffered on this campus, due,
I think in part, to some
misguided notions about the

importance of students on
this campus.
At about five minutes before
the arrival of the assistant
dean a young man named
Keith, a Central employee
also needing a signature,
arrived. I was told by the
receptionist that this Keith
had more important matters
to occupy the dean's time and
would, therefore, go ahead of
me. Not only did the receptionist exhibit a disregard for
proper etiquette, but her
assumption is absolutely
false. I remind her that if it
were not for students she
would not receive a bimonthly check from Central.
Nor would the dean, the
assistant dean, or any other
employee.
Now, I'm one who knows
that after several years and
five dependents that there is
relatively little more important than the paycheck one
receives to support family
and accustomed status of
living. My efforts to obtain
and upgrade the same for my
family through higher
education are equally if not
more important than the
papers Keith needed signed.
Especially considering the
number who will benefit not
only form the pay check I will
eventually bring home, but
countless others whose
quality oflife may be improved by my career as an
educator.
Paula Johnson

*Earn direct CWU credit
* Language Classes
*Elective courses taught in English
*Excursions
* Homestay/apartment arrangement

Athens, Greece·
Morelia. Mexico

For more information:
~14NORrHPINE

ELLENSBURG WA 98926 • 962-93@
Applications due February 28, 1992

Valentines

Perfect Hearts

DAY
NOTHING SAYS LOVE LIKEJE,WELR
NO-INTEREST FINANCING
WEDDING RINGS
ENGAGEMENT RINGS
Valentine Gift Jewelry

FINE GOLD JEWELRY

BUTTON 4'EWELERS
QUALITY M~DISE SINCE 1940
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302 NORTH MAIN

50% :0FF SALE

Nomi Pearce
Study Abroad/Exchange Advisor
Office of International Programs
Nanum Complex: CWU
Ellensburg. WA 98926
Telephone: 963-3612
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phasis on Washington wines.
The menu, according to
Manager Katie McKeown, is
"eclectic" with many seafoods
and vegetarian selections (the
Valley Cafe also includes delicious Italian and Mexican
cuisines).
"It's not just your every day
dishes," McKeown said.
Chanon, a waitress at the
Cafe, suggests for dessert either the Chocolate Cheesecake, Poppy Seed Cake or
Chocolate Decaadence (with
rasberry topping).
If a sit down lunch or dinner
isn't in your schedule, the ValKristen Absherll'he Observer
ley Cafe also has a take out
The Valley Cafe' offers Its customers
section.
a wide variety of fine food, as well as hot espresso.
The take-out section (located
next door to the restaurant) is
open in the mornings at 7:30
to make your lunch to-go or to
Good food, friends, and great coffee serve you fresh cinammon rolls
and espresso.
at the Valley Cafe'
The Cafe is also open for
breakfast
on Friday and Satand Local art.
by Marvin Rosete
urday.
The food and the service are
Staff reporter
When asked about what
top quality. Everything made
makes
the Valley Cafe so
If you're ever looking for a at the Valley Cafe is made unique, Gary Sukovaty, a
great place to have dinner, from scratch and the desserts, Central student and newdessert, or just one heck of an breads and soups are home comer to the Valley Cafe tea,
espresso shake, there is a made with the coffee and says, "It's a combination of the
place in Ellensburg just for espresso chosen from select food, the people, the decor and
Starbucks blends.
you.
Prices are very reasonable, the clientle ... it has a unique
Kitty corner to the post ofaura."
fice, the Valley Cafe is ready with meals running from $6 to
Winter quarter is a little slow
$14; a group of four could dine
to serve.
at
the Cafe but is usually
The Valley Cafe is one of the for less than $50, compared to packed around spring and
oldest restaurants in Ellens- $70 to $100 in restaurants in summer. Reservations aren't
burg (opening in 1938)andis Seattle.
The Cafe's hors d'oeuvre se- necessary but they are a good
now owned by Gregory Beach.
idea.
·
Although its listed on the lections provides a lot of food
If
you
want
to
out
the
Cafe
its
"Northwest's Best Places, " for the college budget, like the located at 105 W 3rd St. in
Mr. Beach continues to keep pesto tortelini with toasted downtown Ellensburg or for
the cafe in its original 1938 french bread.
The Valley Cafe also features reservations call 925-3050.
condition, complete with
Tell them the Observer sent
linolieum floors, bar stools, various wines from across the you.
Northwest with special em-

ur
Breakfast with the Editor
With every night, there is a morning after. Our editor
went looking for the best breakfast joint in town.
by Mark Eaton
Editor

Cheesecake anyone?

Michael Radice.The Observer

While TAV employee Bob Ferreira checks Identification, peop.le wait in line to get in.

The best burger and beer too
Tom Linthicum

town. But I think what sets it no espresso, no cowboy theme,
apart from the rest is the at- no dance contests and no
, mosphere it provides.
snotty bouncers. Just good
At night out in E-burg
It's mostly a college crowd food, good friends and most
wouldn't be complete without and is busiest on Thursday, importantly, good, cheap beer.
at least one stop at The Tav
Friday and Saturday nights.
That's about all I have right
Some may call it a sad com- The Tav provides darts, pool, now folks. A simple man with
mentary but some of my mo~
pinball, video games, the best a simple message. I was not
memorable times here at Cer
burger in
town
(the able to speak with any of the
tral have been spent eithe
SuperMother), and plenty of owners or bartenders on this
walking into and/or stumblin
your favorite beer. You can so I can't let you know about
out of The Tav. A certain 21~
even carve your name in a any specials or deals or anybirthday bash (D.G.) comest
brick! Pretty cool, huh?
thing.
mind as an example, but that'
I think what I like best about
But I can tell you what many
a story in itself.
The Tav, though, is that it of you probably already know.
Anyway, The Tav reall
doesn't try to be anything more And that is that The Tav is a
doesn't loo~ much differer
than a good place to go out and mustifyou'reheadin' out in Ethan any other bar in thi
have a pitcher or five. There's burg.
Staff reporter

Nothing about Ellensburg
can beat eating breakfast at
a local restaurant Saturday
morning.
And there is no better hole
in the wall for chugging
grease and cutting it with
coffee than Ray's Cafe.
Ray's is small town. No
espresso machine (perhaps
the only place in Ellensburg
that doesn't have one) just a
few weather faced, overall
clad locals keeping conversation over good stale
American coffee.
There is an actual Ray
who owns the place and
cooks the food, one waitress
and heaping portions of
good basic breakfast foods.
And break&lst food means

one thing: leave your
cholesterol counter at home.
Ray's spares not that fatty
indulgence.
Everything is fried.
The pancakes are large.
The omelets could choke a
steer and the hashbrownsjust have them covered in
gravy and call it an adventure in starch.
The menu has all the
basics in breakfast foods.
Plus a few bonus items.
How does authentic
Cherizo and eggs sound?
And Ray's may have the
best Pan~san (pancakes,
eggs and bacon or links in
sandwich form) on the
planet.
They open at 6 a.m.
Saturday and Sunday and
serve it up till 2 p.m.

The best Pan-san in the galaxy.

Mark Eaton/l'he Obaerver

Copper Kettle puts cooking to the metal
The Buckboard is becoming Increasingly popular among Central students.K. Absherll'he Observer

Buckboard, happy mix of locals and students
by Michael Radice
Scene editor

Boasting one of the best
mixes of college-kids and locals in town, the Buckboard
tavern offers a wide variety of
entertainment and specials to
fit most any budget.
''We're seeing more and more
college kids getting into
country music," bartender
Sarah Chapman said. ''That's
probably why we're gaining
popularity with students.
Although the Buckboard is
considered by most to be a

country-bar, Chapman noted
they also cater to more
mainstream interests.
''We have bands that come
in on Wednesday nights and
weekends they play all kinds
of music," she said.
While the weekends are
consistantly packed with
students, the most crowded
night, according to Chapman,
is Wednesday.
She noted this is probably
due to the $3 pitchers and the
live music.
The common crowd at the

Buckboard consists ofpeople,
students and locals ranging
in age from 21 to 50.
The people, according to
Chapman, get along surpris1
ingly well.
''The locals leave the students alone for the most part,
and vica-versa," she said.
''That's why it works so well.
We have the best crowds in
town."
"I don't think there's any
other bar in town where you
can enjoy live music and be
waited on as well."

by Andrew Martin
Staff reporter

When mom and dad come
to Central for a visit and
you're in search of food, the
Copper Kettle offers a wide
selection for your dinning
pleasure.
''We aim for a family atmosphere but we also have
many senior citizens and
college students,'' Carol
Cummings, Cooper Kettle's
dining room manager, said.
''We try to promote fast,
friendly service more than
the family atmosphere," she
said
The menu covers every-

thing from omelettes, sandwiches, hamburgers, steaks
and seafoods to pies sundaes
and other desserts.
There are also daily specials and on Thursday, the
lunch
special
is
chimichangas.
On Saturday night, steaks
take center place. Each Saturday a different steak is
featured such as sirloin and
8 oz.
· In addition, breakfast is
served all day.
The restaurant's winter
hours are 6 a.m. to 9 p.m.,
Sunday through Thursday
and 6 a.m. to 10 p.m., Friday
and Saturday.
The food prices range from

$3.00 to 10.00.
I ordered a Turkey Melt Supreme ($4.25) that come with
a tossed green salad and a
choice of bacon or ham, on the
sandwich.
The salad was very good and
had a generous helping ofbleu
cheese dressing on it.
The sandwich arrived piping
hot, with the cheese dripping
over the ham and turkey.
The cheese was not too sticky
and it had been thoroughly
melted. The meat was hot and
added to the taste of the
toasted white bread. For dessert, I ordered a chocolate
sundae that arrived with a
heaping spoonful of whipped
cream on top.

There was also chocolate
syrup streaming down the ice
cream and covering it all the
way to the bottom.
Overall, I enjoyed the Copper Kettle. I was seated
promptly, and my order was
taken and delivered before I
had finished my salad. The
staff was friendly and was
ready to meet all of my needs
whether I needed a water
refill or listing what desserts
were available.
I recommend the Copper
Kettle to anyone who would
like a place to take" family
and friends, that has a relaxing atmosphere, when
they are visiting Ellensburg.

Garrett Bagley pulls a pie out of the oven

B. DaPron/l'he Observer

·

Pizza and suds
Frazzini's offers both, at a fair price
by Lori Leitner
Staff reporter

Only fresh ingredients are
used, and the customer gets
what he/she pays for.
Sporting pinball machines,
All the toppings extend to
nachos, clean bathrooms and the outermost edge of the
pizza.
the largest pizzas in town,
Frazzini's Pizza Place is a
''You get a bite of everything
popular hangout for Central you order everytime you take
students.
a bite,'' owner and manager,
''The atmosphere is very in- John Frazzini said.
viting. It's homey and comOther menu items include
fortable," freshman Danielle nachos and cheesetoast, a
Ricks, 19, said.
crunchy, crispy, tasty bread
Contributing to the comfy with cheese baked inside.
aura of Frazzini's are the
Although many Central stufriendly employees who con- dents frequent Frazzini's, so
stantly have smiles on their do other people.
faces. These people make / ''We have a whole clientile of
people. [We have a] cross-secFrazzini's a friendly place.
In addition to the inviting tion of adults and grade-school
atmosphere, Frazzini's pizza students. The only age group
we don't get much of is the
is excellent.
Served piping hot, the pizza over 50 bracket," Frazzini
is enough to tantalize the said.
Known in many circles as
spiciest of taste buds.
"It [the pizza] is great, super,
the best pizza in the state,
fabulous, beyond compar," Frazzini's has been writtenjunior Jason Krilich, 21, said.
up in such publications as
"Not too much sauce. I like
Northwest's Best Places.
Frazzini bought Frazzini's
that," seniorTomo Miyashita,
Pizza Place in 1975.
23, said.
At Frazzini's, a large 16 inch
He has been in the pizza
pizza with one topping goes business for 16 years.
for under $13, including tax.

···~~.
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Kristen Kail/l'he Observer

While not many students seem to patronize the kettlle, the food is a nice surprise
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McCaslin has been getting 'jeep' thrills since 6
/

by Chandra Burdette
Staff reporter

When most young girls are
playing with dolls or out with
friends hanging out at the
mall, Angela Mccaslin was
spending time with her family
racing jeeps.
"I was seven years old when I
won my first third place trophy . . It was the best feeling.
All of my family and friends
were there, and everyone was
screaming," said McCaslin, a
22 year old Central student.
McCaslin has been racing
jeeps since she was three years
old, and loves it more now than
she did then.
"I started racing Slow Drags
when I was three years old. At
that age you sit on your mom
or dad's lap, and just steer.
The object of the race is to see
who can go the slowest. When
I look back at-' it, it's pretty
funny. I mean how much
steering is there to do on a
straight stretch," said
Mccaslin.
''When I was six years old, I
began drivingwith my parents
sitting in the passenger seat. I
had extended pedals on the
clutch and brake, and had no
problem findingthe gas pedal."
Racing jeeps is a McCaslin
family hobby.
"My parents got my brother,
sister and me involved. It kept
our family together. Not that
we ever had problems, it's just
that racing jeeps was something we did as a family."
McCaslin is close with every
member of her family, but
shares a special bond with her
dad.
"My dad and I share the same
jeep. It's a Fiberglass Willie,

Angela Mccaslin has raced jeeps for most of her life. Now,
at 22, she's just beginning to pick up speed.
and the first jeep made with a
I got used to it though and
Fiberglass body."
scared the living tar out of my
When Angela was about 10 dad. He wouldn't watch me
years old her parents gave her race because he was afraid I'd
the choice of playing intra mu- break his toy. All ofhis friends
ral sports for the summer, or used to tell him how good I
racing. For her, the decision was."
wasn't difficult.
Each year Angela raced, she
"Most girls at age 10 or so stop improved. When she was 19
racing because they'd rather shewonthePacificNorthwest
play with their girlfriends. Not 4-wheel-drive Association
Me! I wanted to race. It was Drag Racing Top Eliminator
the one thing I did that made Trophy.
me feel good about myself and
"It was the first time I had
it didn't matter if I'd win or ever drag raced. I timed in
. a fiew races, an d
lose. "
an d ran m
When Angela turned 16, she actually beat everyone. I
didn't have to have a parent or climbed through the brackets
guardian in the passengers seat - and found myself at the top
when she drove.
eliminator.
"I was scared and my dad was
"I looked over at my oppotoo," said McCaslin. "I was in nent, revved up the engine
total control of a very powerful and when the light turned
jeep. There was no one there to green, I took off. I soon found
say 'Slow down', or 'Don't do myself way ahead of my oppothat."'
nent, so I slowed down to avoid

beating myself.
"As a result, my opponent and
I crossed the finish line simultaneously. I was disappointed
because I thought she beat me.
Then someone told me I won. I
had beat the top racers from
Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
California, and Canada and
took home a huge trophy. It felt
great."
,
For McCaslin, the saddest
thing about winning that trophy was losing it the next year.
"My dad always told me if I
ever broke the jeep, I'd have to
fix it. Well, I broke my jeep, and
conned my little brother into
helping me fix it. We were hurrying so I wouldn't miss my

COME TO THE

1CWU vs. WWU1
GAME iR
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SAVE MONEY ON MILK !
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0.99 plus tax

Any Large 1 topping
pizza

100 W. 8th Ellensburg
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Available in
Old-Fashioned
Recyclable
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925-6941
corner 8th &
Anderson

How You 1Jke Pizza At Home.
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February 14
•Roses
•Balloons
•Stuffed Animals
• Freshcut Flowers
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LARGE PIZZA for the price of a medium!

NOBODY
•. KNOWS

1

Get your
tickets at
Mitchell Hall
$2-students,
$4-everyone
else

I GARDEN aNTER

Black Hills &
Gold Rings,
Necklaces, &
Earring sets and
other Valentine
items.
•Check out our
stock!

Learn about yourself, another
culture, and mternational
friendships by having an
International Roomate this
Spring Quarter. Call the Housing
Dept. at 963-1831 to begin to
discover your unique experience!

BUY YOUR
~....... ELS

11/,//idllll Jlo,#11

Roxxy's
cJP~~ Rubble

Experi.aits You!

STARTS AT 7:30

~11111111111111

,co

An Exciting Cross-Cultural

next run, but we weren't fast
enough. I missed my 'turn to
run and defend my title. I was
pissed. But I'll never forget
winning that title, or losing it
either."
As a college student, and
manager of Al-Monty Hall,
Angela still finds time to race.
She will begin racing in April
and finish up in September.
Angela says that jeep racing
is pretty popular, but people
aren't staying involved as long
as they used to.
"Probably because of money.
People just don't have the funds
to keep a jeep together," said
Angela.
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DANI IS HAPPY
TO SERVE YOU
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Jungle Fever: Small movie with big mouth
There was a time when one
might consider me a pessimist
about the world in general.
I tended to dwell on some of
the things going on around me
like racism, communism, pollution, drug abuse, starvation
and disease and I realized that
I had become an old fart long
before my time.
But in the last year or so, I've
been greatly encouraged by the
changes going on in the world.
Events like the death of communism, the recent Martin
Luther King Jr. holiday, and
the optimistic message offered
by our president last week
have all contributed to help
restore my faith in humanity.
It might be simply the fact
that I am graduating this
quarter, but I'm really feeling
good about things lately. God's
in his Heaven, the planets are
all in alignment, the brotherhood of man is upon us and the

Video Review

Tom Linthicum
Staff reporter

world is a beautiful place to
live in.
But then I rented Spike Lee's
"Jungle Fever" last week and
I'm right back in the sewer.
I should have known better
than to expect to be entertained
by a Spike Lee movie. When
will I ever learn that if I want

entertainment, to stick to John
Hugh es or Richard Donner and
if I want a sermon, to get a
Spike Lee movie.
"Jungle Fever" is basically
about a black architect, Flipper Purify (Wesley Snipes), who
cheats on his wife (played by
Lonette McKee) and begins a
relationship with his Italian
secretary, Angie (Annabella
Sciarra).
If the problem here isn't selfevident, the big fuss begins
when the respective families
learn of the taboo, interacial
relationship.
The controversy has repercussions far beyond that of the
families, though. It affects the
entire community from Purify's
wife to the local police.
And that is what constitutes
the bulk of this story: the trials
and tribulations of an interracial couple living in a racist
society.

But what this movie really is,
is a weak storyline acting as a
pulpit from which Reverend
Lee can preach.
Lee takes advantage of every
opportunity in this movie to
jam his political views down
the audience's throat. He manages to hit just about every
current issue you can think of
including job-discrimination,
drug abuse, voting and adultery.
And what Spike Lee movie
would be complete without a
deep, brimmin' bowl o' racism?
Jungle Fever provides several
little wars like whites vs.
blacks, men vs. women, black
women vs. white women,
whites vs. whites and so on.
Ironically, the only place
where racial harmony exists is
in an old, abandoned building
where the town's drug addicts
convene to indulge themselves.
I guess the old saying is true,

"addiction knows no color."
Now, don't get me wrong,
everyone. I'm not against
movies with messages. But if
you're trying to send a message through the social
megaphone, that is the motion picture industry, you
must have a decent storyline
to back it up. And "Jungle
Fever" simply doesn't provide
the basic entertainment value
to support the volcano of social comentary it spews out to
the audience.
And, believe it or not, I
might even agree with much
of what L~e has to say. But
my job is to let the reader
know ifthe movie itself is any
good or not. So, with that in
mind, "Jungle Fever" is one
big, whiney, cry-baby of a
movie. Avoid it.
-Rentals courtesy of New
World Video415 N. Main, 962-6447

Video Genre: Central's version of MTV
by Greg L. Miller
Contributing writer

The "cutting edge of radio"
in Ellensburg is back, and
it's going VHF.
Central's on-campus, campus
radio station, in conjunction
with Ellensburg Community
Television, is producing a music video television show,
''Video Genre."
"The production aspect will
be new to all those in.volved,"
deejay Rick Lange said.
The non-commerical, one
hour show, will run tonight at
9 p.m. on channel 2.
KCAT has been eagerly
awaitine- to st.art the ''Video

Genre" show, but had to wait
until the station compiled
enough music videos.
"We wanted to make sure we
got enough videos to get some
variety in the show," Music
Director, Bryan Allen said.

"Video Genre" already has
nearly 50 different videos to
choose from, ranging from such
artists as Soundgarden and
Paula Abdul.
Besides the music television
venture, KCAThas made sev-

fi0L1rw1t1'lcl~ l!){)()k~1~01re

&

ccnre'

200 E. 4th
Phone: 962-2375
Open 9-5:30 Monday thru Friday

eral programming changes in
its radio broadcasts, including:
broadcasting news reports five
times daily, covering tppics
such as local and state news
and upcoming community
events.

"Our goal is to involve the
campus more and let people
know what's going on around
the community, while trying to

Please see KCAT pg. 12
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STUDENTS ALWAYS
RECEIVE 20% OFF
EVERYTHING IN STORE

410 N. PEARL

925-5942

It can't do launcJry or find you adate,

but it can help you find more time for both.
The new Apple Macintosh' Classic"' II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papersand still find time for what makes college
life real life.
It's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 microprocessor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive"" disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disks-allowing you to ,"#{t%r""r''""lli~MI&&!!
exchange information easily with
almost any other kind of computer. ""'. . , .,. ,.,. . . .,.,.,.,,•.. ,. .,. .... m..

In ;iddition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade-it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you're in, be sure to ask us for details
about the Apple Computer Loan.
It'll be time well spent.

Introducing the Macimosl1 Classic II.

For more information contact
Monte Bisson at the University Store
©!99! Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macimosh are registered trademarks and SuperDrive is a trademark of Apple Computer, IncMS-DO_Sis a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Classic is a registered trademark used under license by Apple Computer. Inc. This ad was created using Macintosh computers.
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Bill the Beer m.an at Central
by Michael Radice
Scene editor

A local hero will grace
Nicholson Pavilion as "Bill the
Beer Man" Scott comes to
Central to lead the cheers at
Saturday's Central/Western
basketball game.
"I rarely make predictions in
games," Scott said.
"But if the fans will get behind the team on Saturday,
there will be no gym louder
than Nicholson Pavilion. The
affects of that will produce a
. "
win.
"Bill the Beer Man," more
recently known as "Blazer Bill"
now works out of Portland,
Or.
Scott started out as a vendor
in the Kingdome and gained
fame while working for the

Seattle Seahawks selling beer
during the games.
As he worked, he discovered
his ability to get the fans
cheering.
In time, he became a cult hero
in Seattle, working Mariners
and Sonic games as well.
He later took his talents to
Portland, Ore. to work the
Trailblazers' games.
"People, by-in-large, want to
get involved, they just can't,"
he said. ''That's where I come
in."
"I'm a facilitator of synergy,"
he said. ''When people can come
together for a team, it really
does affect the outcome of a
game."
"Bill the Beer Man" loves what
he does. He noted he is not a
cheerleader, but rather, an
energy for the fans to focus on.

Whiletheplayersand thefans
are each a separate energy, Bill
considers himself a third energy which draws the other two
together.
Since Bill left the Seattle
sports scene seven years ago to
go to Portland, he has received
some criticisim.
"My slogan is, "Have lips will
travel," he said.
Bill noted he needs money to
survive. Entertaining has, for
the. most part, been his fulltime job. If people aren't willing to pay for his services, he
literally can't live.
"Other places (cities) are willing to pay for my services," he
said. "The home town (Seattle)
wants it for free."
Bill has worked for over 25
franchises, both major and
minor leagues. His resume of

work includes stints with the
likes of the Indiana Pacers,
the Indianapolis Colts and the
Denver Broncos. Recently, he
has been working Yakima
Sun-kings games.
Now, "Bill the Beer Man"
will for a night, become a true
Wildcat, and he's excited.
"It will sort of be like a homecomingfor me,"he said. "When
I was in school, I'd come over
here to wrestle. I think it's a
great place."
For the last three years, Bill
has been freelancing his talents to intersted fans. He likes
his job because it's different
every time he performs.
"I cheer, but I'm not a cheerleader," he said. "I don't 'Year
a skirt or anything."
"I have the best job in the
world," he said.

From KCAT I page 11
promote the station," Station
Manager Larry Bures said.
Another change is in promotional give-aways with items
from record companies' labels.
"In giving away tapes, CD's
and posters we hope to entice
more people to listen," Allen
said.
KCAT will also begin broadcasting from around the campus and have more programs
that deal with campus and local activities.
These are some of the new
programs running designed to
help generate more interest
while getting people involved
with the community, Allen
said.
The station's diverse format

ranges from heavy metal music to rap.
A rotation list of close to 50
songs is used, with the deejays
interjecting their own music
and requests of their listeners
in between.
''We try to play music that
fits everyone's tastes," Allen
said.
The station is on the air from
noon to midnight every day
but will soon be expanding its
hours from 6 a.m. to 3 a.m.
KCAT can be received on 91
FM radio, but listeners need a
cable hook-up in order to receive its broadcast. Cable hookups are free and available in
the KCAT radio office located
in Boullion Hall.

'
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KCAT crew discuss ideas for the new show.
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~rand Company
Teton. ~

~Lodge

COME TO TllE MOUNTAINS
This SUMMER live and work in the magnificent Grand Teton
National Park in Jackson Hole, Wyoming. One of the most
spectacular areas of the country, it's ideal for hiking, camping,
fishing, and other outdoor activities.
Our RESORT offers a wide variety of positions in areas such as:

You Are Invited
to meet representatives from six Northwest
camps on Friday, February 14th, in the SUB
Pit Walk Area from 9:00am - 2:00pm

• Hotel Service• • Food & Beverage
• Resort Services
• Housing provided for most positions • Minimum age of 18

Interviewing on campus

Wednesday, February 19

Sponsored By:

Contact Cookie in Student Employment for more information.

~ Christian Camping International

4111i"¥

ADMISSION

FREE

United States Division

:

,,---------------,, i
I
I
I

WINTER

FEB. 8
FEB. 26

1
i

Snowshoe Hike
$5.00 Sign up in the Tent & Tube

Innertubing Trip

$5.00 Sign up in the Tent & Tube

Health & Fitness Fair

For more
information call
the Tent & Tube
at 963-3537
or call University
Recreation at
963-3512

In the SUB Pit 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

All guitar strings 2
sets for the price of
one.

FEB. 29

White Pass Ski Trip
$5.00 Sign up in the Tent & Tube

FEB. 29

Other great specials
continue through
February. Save 20 to
50%
962-5785 , I

.

RECREATION SCHEDULE
FEB. 22

,_ - - ------- - - - - - -~

An Equal Opportunity Employer

~------------------------------------------------

I

, 217 N. PINE

GRAND TETON LODGE COMPANY
P.O.Box 250, Moran, Wyoming 83013

Certs[[rident 4 on 4
Co-ed Volleyball Tournament
$5.00 Si_gn up in University Recreation SUB 212

MARCH7 Seattle Shopping Trip

~-

----------- --------------------- --- ----- ---- --$5.00 Sign up in the Tent & Tube

,
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S.PO_RTS
'Cats vs. Western in last hom.e gam.e
MEN'S BASKETBALL

Central
makes run
at No. 1
by Ron Munson
Sports editor

The Central men's basketball
team will renew their rivalry
with the division leading
Western Washington Vikings
Saturday night at 7:30, at
Nicholson Pavilion.
The game marks Central's
last regular-season home contest of the year.
If Central (5-3, 14-10) beats
Puget Sound University Tuesday night (Game results not
available at presstime) the
Wildcats could take sole possession of first place, wifo a
win over the Vikings.
Western comes to Ellensburg
with a 6-2 league record and a

HeattJ. Dolven dishes to Larry Foster for two.

15-8 record overall (Western
played North west College
Tuesday night and those results were also unavailable at

presstime).
The Vikings are hot. They are
on a six-game win streak in the
district and have won seven of

be fast-paced, according to
Cats' Coach Gil Coleman.
"Both teams like the up-tempo
game and use full-court pressure," said Coleman.
Central's defense held the
district's top scoring offense,
Simon Fraser, tojust69 points
last Friday.
The defense has also forced
107 turnovers in the last four
games and allowed only 42
percent shootingfrom the floor.
"They're a little bigger than
us inside, so we need to do a
good job on the boards," said
Coleman.
Again, not including
Tuesday's results, Central is
on a three-game win streak.
Central has beaten Western
in their last six games. However, the Vikings have won
three out of the last four games
in Nicholson Pavilion.
Just for the record, the 'Cats
own
the Vikings overall, 129Charlie Fulton/Observer
67.
After Saturday, the 'Cats finish their regular season with a
their last nine games.
With Western's second-rated four-game road trip, ending in
scoring average in the district Bellingham on Feb. 29.
(83.4) Saturday's game should

Central wrestlers send
7 to national ·tourney
WRESTLING

Women's
tennis
making
racket
by Joe Butler
Staff writer

by Eric Sawyer
Staff writer

Central fell to 7-5 in dual
meets Friday night dropping a
tough 22-20 decision to Pacific
University.
The team wrestled strong
winning four of the nine
matches and getting draws on
three others.
But, because of an illness they
had to forfeit the 190 pound
weight division which subsequently gave Pacific the win.
Lee MacDiarmid out-performed his opponent enroute
to an impressive 26-7 victory.
The win placed MacDiarmid
second in the record books with
five other wrestlers for 30 single
season victories.
Other winners included Eric
Rotondo 8-5, Roger Shoup 8-2,
and Paul Martinez 2-1.
The 'Cats then took to the
mats Saturday in the 13th
Annual Washington State Collegiate Wrestling Championships.
Picking up their seventh title
in a row was the Clansmen of
Simon Fraser.
Also winning outstanding
wrestler of the tournament was
Simon Frasers' Justin Abdou
at 190 pounds.
The 'Cats wrestled without
Nick Nastri, MacDiarmid, and
Mark Bonthuis and finished a

Heavyweight Paul Martinez sizes up his opponent.

fair fourth.
Impressive placings for the
'Cats were Martinez who finished 4th, Shoup 2nd, Adam
Scan Ion 4th, Jason Steven son
4th, and Curt Schroeder who
also finished 4th.
Eric Rotondo and Ricardo
Acevedo both finished third
to qualify them for the nationals in March.
"When I stepped onto the
mats for the final against my
old teammate from Lower Columbia Community College I
knew I had to win," said
Rotondo.

"I either had to win or wave
goodbye to Joe and Lee when
they left for the nationals. My
goal for nationals is to come
home an All-American."
Rotondo was referring to his
roommates Lee MacDiarmid
who took Saturday off, and his
other roommate Joe Knox.
All three have qualified for
nationals with Knox's coming
on Saturday as well, just three
matches before Rotondo's.
Knox not only qualified for
nationals though, he won his
weight class outright. He defeated Darren Lenz of North

Idaho State in a gutsy 3-1
performancein thefinalmatch.
"My first thought was that all
of the hard work and training
had paid off, I'd gotten the
monkey off my back," said
Knox.
"Last year I had to sit back
and watch the guy who was in
front of me go off to nationals,
so this feels real good.
"At nationals I just want to
wrestle well, hopefully come
away with an All-American

No one can accuse the
women's tennis team of not
being dedicated to the
sport. They have been
practicing since the beginning of fall quarter and
their only practice facilities
are a converted meat ·
locker, miles out of town.
Each night, the women,
clad only in thin t-shirts,
practice for hours in subarctic temperatures in
preparation for their new
season, which kicks off this
Saturday at Seattle University.
Mark Morill, both the
men and women's coach,
thinks the women's team
looks a little stronger this
year, even though they lost
their No. 1 spot due to
graduation.
However, five of the six
varsity players from last
year are returning.
"I feel like the team has
the potential to surprise
this year," Morill says.
"They have been working
hard and it's a better team
each year."
This year both teams
plan to have more matches
than before, including a sixday trip to California in

See SEVEN I page 14

See RACKET I page 14

Charlie Fulto··, Observer
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Lady 'Cats split 2 with Seattle Pacific
Gordon and Shuel shine in two-game series against SPU
by Ron Munson
Sports editor

Central's women's basketball
split two games with the Seattle
Pacific Falcons late last week.
In the first game in Ellensburg, the Lady Wildcats beat
the Falcons, 101-89.
The score was not a true reflection of the game, however,
as the Falcons went down to
defeat, stubbornly.
Central led 45-41 at halftime
and came out with guns ablazin'.
The 'Cats went on a 10-2 scoring run in the first three minutes of the second half.
The Falcons would come back
afterCentral'sBarbShuel went
out of the game in foul trouble
with 13 minutes left to play.
Within four minutes, Seattle
Pacific cut the Central lead to
two points but the 'Cats would
not relinquish the lead for the
rest of the game.
Stacey Gordon scored 17 of
her team-high 29 points in the
second halfto fend off the fiesty
Falcons.
Shuel, despite being in foul
trouble, poured in 13 of her 24
points in the second half also.
Other 'Cats in double figures
were Desiree Phelps with 12
and Diana Toole with 11, in-

From RACKET /page 13

Barb Shuel and Desiree Phelps eye a rebound off a missed foul shot.

eluding a three-pointer.
Shuel led Central in rebounds
with seven followed closely by
Gordon who had six.
Heidi Robinson did not play
due to back soreness. She
would make a strong comeback in the second game at
Seattle Pacific.
In Seattle, the Falcons ( 12-6)

would get their revenge on the
'Cats, 78-72.
The Falcons went on a 19-6
scoring run in the final five
minutes of the first half.
A deficit Central would not
overcome.
Shuel scored a team-high 17
points and grabbed another
team-high 11 rebounds in the

Brent DaPron/Observer

losing effort.
Robinson added 15 points and
nine rebounds.
The Falcons held Gordon to
nine points to key the win.
The loss snapped Central's
three-game win streak.
The Lady 'Cats get a week off
before playing at Seattle University on Feb. 11.

Men beatSFU

From SEVEN I page 13

by Kurt Hammond

award and just help the team,"
said Knox.
The 'Cat grapplers have now
qualified a total of seven for
the nationals which will be held
March 5-7 in Hays, Kans. The
seven are (in order of weight);
Nick Nastri 118, Knox 126,
MacDiarmid 134, Rotondo 150,
Acevedo 167, Shoup 177, and
Bonthuis 190.
The 'Cats will travel to
Tacoma on Wednesday for a .
dual with PLU, then to Coeur
d'Alene Friday against junior
college powerhouse North
Idaho State. They conclude
their dual meets with a home
match on Wednesday Feb. 12
against PLU.

Staff reporter

The Central men's basketball
team forced 19 first half turnovers and were able to hold off
a couple oflate surges by Simon
Fraser to post a 76-69 win last
Friday.
The win pit the Wildcats (5-3,
14-10) into sole possession of
third place in the district 1
standings.
The Wildcats outscored Simon
Fraser 9-0 at the end of the
first half for a 35-29 halftime
lead. Central then went on a 72 run to start the second half
and build an eleven point lead.
The Cats held off Simon
Fraser who could get no closer
than two points the rest of the
game, the last coming at 66-64
with 5:34 remaining.
Central was led by Larry
Foster's 21 points and Jason
Pepper's 20.
The Wildcats committed only
17 turnovers compared to
Simon Fraser's 30. The defense
used their quick defense to steal
the ball 16 times led by Jeff
Albrecht's
and
Dave
Rockwood's four apiece.

Representitives will
be on campus on Feburary 13, 1992
from 9-4 in SUB
YMCA Camp Orkila is now hiring
for all summer positions. Counslers,
teen trips leaders, lifeguard, program
and support staff. Interview on campu
or call for an application.
Call (206) 382-5009 for more
information. E.O.E.

March. This is the first
time the tennis team has
made such a trip.
According to Morill, this
trip will be good. "It will
toughen up the players
and will be good experience for them. It will also
give them good competition."
Junior Nancy Cole, team
captain and currently
ranked fourth, shares the
same outlook as Morill.
"It should go pretty good
this year. This is my first
year as captain and I like
all the facilities-except for
the wind."
The team began practice
in the fall, but had a break
for the holidays. Morill
says the team practices
approximately 24 weeks of
the year, one of the longest
practice lengths of any
team on campus.
The team will continue
practicing and competing
until the beginning of May.
Because of the weather,
the team must practice at
the Ellensburg Racquet
Club, next door to the
Ellensburg Meat Company. However, the team
plans to move to the
outdoor courts in the
spring.
Sheila Gibbons, a sophomore, is happy about the
team.
"I am really excited about
this year. I hope everyone
finishes in the top five of
districts. Everyone is
really close and I love the
competition."
Freshman, Kim Keller
echoes Gibbons' view.
''This is going to be a
pretty good year. We
practice hard, Sheila hits
the ball hard and we are

"

•

on
Orcas Island

Indoor
tennis
practice
until May
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Magic's 1nissing the point
by Ron Munson

Sports editor
On Feb. 9, the best basketball players this country has to
offer will be choosing up s ides.
One East. One West.
It's a show that is not only
meant for entertainment, but
also a personal challenge to an
of those who were selected to
play and to all of those who
were disappointed they
weren't.
13th spot on the West's all-star
As a tribute to a man who roster in order not to offend
made the NBA what it is today, anyone who may have been left
thepublicvotedMagicJohnson out because of the exception
to be at the all-star game.
they're making for Magic?
It was a noble deed for a man
Magic must realize that he is
whom tragedy has struck.
not an active player and like
Did the voters think before manybeforehim,heisaformer
casting their votes?
all-star.
Did they realize when Magic · That 13th roster spot was not
Johnson retired from the L.A. meant to be used by Magic. He
Lakers he, in effect, retired wasn't supposed to use it. It
from professional basketball, was meant as an honor, not a
including cameo appearances right.
in a game of active all-stars?
The attention Magic will get
Did they know the commis- will take attention away from
.
f b k tb II
t d
h
k d h d t
1

thereby removing the horrible
realities of the AIDS virus. He
Although Magic could single-handedly remove
the fear of AIDS.
has had many
Magic no longer deserves the
all-star years and glamour
of being an all-star.
has seen many
He abused his status, for the
all-star games, this whole world to see.
He no longer is a positive role
year is different. model
to our young. Our society is getting tired of watching
those who seem to have the
world by the tail only to let go
get it. Although Magic has had and watch it go down thet~be.
many all-star years and has · Pete Rose, Mike Tyson, Brian
seen many all-star games, this Bosworth, Len Bias, half the
year is different.
Miami Hurricane football
Is this his way of reminding team, Dale Ellis, Willie Shoeus he was an all-star in his maker, Dexter Manley just to
playing days? He doesn't need name a few.
to do that, we remember.
Magic can show everyone he
We all have pictures in our is a class act by refusing the
minds when we think of the polite invitation. If he would
final stages of AIDS. This was do that we could continue to
done on purpose. The dramatic focus on the harsh realities of
pictures are designed to make AIDS and how to prevent it
us think about consequences if from happening to ourselves.
we don't take care ofourselves.
Magic should smile that
Magic could actually move us magical smil'e and say, "thank
in the wrong direction by ap- you, no," and sit this one out.
~ l h 1h
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CLASSIFIEDS
MARANTZ STEREO!
Walnut speakers and cabnet,
phono, dual cassette, CD
player, AM/FM receiver, and
remote. Paid $1,600-want
$800.
WANTED: Organized individual
with office management ~kill~
who is interestecfin working ma
fast-paced outdoorsy growing
business. MacintosH experience
a MUST! File Maker Pro/
PageMaker a P.lus. Starts
March, needea throuqh summer
and beyond. Flexible llours.
send Resume to North American Paragliding-P.O. Box 4
Ellensburg, WA 98926.
SHANNON TUTORING
Private one .Qn one
tutorin~MATH 100-172.2·
ENGUSH 100, 101, 102•PSYCHOLOGY most courses
including 362 and 363•SOCIOLOGY most courses including
465. GED, SAT, AND GAE
hour!Y_Qreparation courses.
925-7583.
La Coruna, Espana

ttf8M1~l~'b~s~~ti~~RANO 92!
Para informacion llamada a la
of icina de program es
lnternacior'lales 963-3612.
CASH FOR BOOKS
Fourwinds Bookstore textbooks
excluded. Call Richard 9622375. 200 E. 4th.

~~~~1::~=~:{~:~~~:fo!
STUDY ABROAD! England,

For men and women. Hidden
Camp interviewinq Feb.
21. Make appointment and get
team leadership in a competi- further info. at Student Employment Office.
tive league.
Lewis arid Clark S~te should Where In the world can_vou
be tough and Whitworth usu- study? Australia,. yhi!e. China,
Hunqary Japan, 1v1ex1co.
ally has a good team, according Conracr International Programs;
963-3612.
to Sorey.
Vall~y

by Kurt Hammond

Staff reporter
The Central baseball team
has started practicing for the
upcoming season under new
head coach, Desi Sorey.

Sorey, who was an assistant
coach for the Wildcats the last
five years, has been preparing
his players by practicing in the
'fieldhouse and will continue to
do so until the weather improves.
·
''We lift weights, get our hitting in and our pitchers go
through their motions," said
Sorey. "It does limit our defen-

mightbe a real strongpointfor
sive drills."
The baseball team has been the team this year.
"We will hit the ball, but if the
doing some conditioning, runpitching comes around like I
ning 10-15 minutes a day.
''When it comes to baseball, I hope, it could be a real
believe it is important to build strength," said Sorey.
"This staff is potentially one
speed," said Sorey.
The Wildcats have the po- of the strongest staffs I've seen
tential and experience to have since I've been here."
a successful season ·a ccording
Sorey expects senior catcher,
to Sorey. Central has 15 re- Chad Rala and utility player
turning players from last years' Jim Paoletti to provide some
team.
''We have an older group this
year, even the new players are
from junior colleges, so they
are coming in with some experience," said Sorey.
Sorey feels that the pitching

The Wildcats' first home game National Student Exchange.
is scheduled for March 20, What is it? Can you ao? Call
against Warner Pacific. Then 963-3612 to find outr
the Cats will head to San Diego $40,000lYr READ BOOKS
on March 25, for a spring and TV scripts. Fill oy_t ssimple
"like/don't liRe" form. EA Y.
tournament.
Fun, relaxing at home, beach

vact1ons.G1,.1~ranteedpaycheck.

FREE 24 Hour RecordillQ 801379-2925 Copyright#WA13KEB

IS YOUR
BODY
OUT OF
~~SHAPE?

Professional body and paint wor.k pertormed by experienced
technicians, foriegn and domestic. We guarantee our
work ... so we have to be good.

e~--~(509)Phone
925-5680

FREE ESTIMATES

925-7726

420 N. Pine

641 w. Cascade Way
Ellensburg, WA 98926

AUTO BODY

FORT MAC
962-3587

413 N. MAIN

I
I
IIt:

LADIES
NIGHT

•Evecy THURS.•
7-lOp.m.
Premmm Brands

$2

·FREE

Hors d'oeuvre
•MON. & THURS.•
4-6p.m.

Padd~ nylon ankle collar.
420 Denier

$29.95

*HARDCORE*

ILi
REBEL

FEB. 8
WED•FRl•SAT• 9p.m.-la.m.

!l11~~Ut1iMill1'1U~ilJ@fI

SCUBA LESSONS
& SUPPLIES
.
SIGN UP NOW. CONTACT
JOHN MOSER JR. 925-1272
Announcement! Applications for
the prestiq_ious Japanese
Ministry (IV1onbust'lo) scholars.hip are available now! Study at
Sh1mane University. Call for
more information (963-3612)
ask for Nomi Pearce.

CHEAP! FBl/U.S.$SEIZED
89 MERCEDES ... 200
86 VW ... $50
87 MERCEDES ... $100
65 MUSTANG ... $50
.
Choose from thousands starting
$25.
d"
Free 24 Hour Recor 10.q
Reveals Details 801-379-2929
Copyright #WA13KJC

F
A
S
T
FUND RAISING

PROGRAM

and
many

EVA midsole wedge.

and L---------__..;;;'-------

HOMEWORKERS NEEDED!
Reputable Seattle mail order
f irn'l needs help immediat~ly.
Perfect for student~--no nsl<,
high income. Send 1 processing fee and self ad ressed,
stamQed envelope to: PMY:i
11009 NE 125th Lane Su11e
K203, Kirkland, WA 98b34.

Pack your bags and books
and take off! It's time to study
abroad! Call 963-3612.

NOVA HIKING BOOTS

sREG.34.95
ALE

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fisheries. Earn
$5,000±/month. Free transportation! Room & Board. over
8,000 openi.n.Qs. No experience
necessary. Male or Fetnale.
For employment program 9all
Studen Employmenf Services
at 1-206-545-4155 ext. 359

3'x5'FLAGSofi+i2•l~
CANADA

GERMANY

JAPAN

Fraternities, sororities, student
clubs. Earn up to s1000 in one
week. Plus receive a 51000

bonus yourself. And a FREE
WATCHjustfor calling 1-800932-0528 Ext 65.

NEW WORLD VIDEO
962-4320
MON.-THURS. 10:30a.m.-l O:OOp.m.
FRI. & SAT. 10:30a.m.-11:00p.m.
SUN. 12:00a.m.-10:00p.m.

shabba
ram<s

As Ralll As Enr
including:

TRAILOR LOAD
A GIRLS
HOUSE CALLS

~~~f~~~~t)

• THEJAM
(duet with KRS-1) .·.

3!E

Award-Winning
Hometown Pizza

Happy
Valentines.Day

Make reservations

pizza
place

·.

for your
heart shaped pizza

In the Plaza for the 14th
716 E. 8th Ellensburg

pizza
place

.
We have games! Monopoly, Life,
Clue, Battleship, &
Rummikub-Give us your
suggestions!

FRAZZINI'~

PIZZA!

We also have darts

..................................................

:
:

. Large Pizza (16")
Medium Price

I
I
I
I
I

DINE IN • CARRY OUT
FAST • SAFE DELIVERY

:

Frazzini's Pizza Place

EXPIRES March 27, 1992

. : : $3.00 OFF . $2.00 OFF :
: :ANYLARGE(16")PIZZA ANYMEDIUM(13")PIZZA :
I
I
I
I
.I
I

I
I
I
I
I

DINE IN • CARRY OUT
FAST • SAFE DELIVERY

EXPIRES March 27, 1992

I
I
I
I
I
I

: : ·

Frazzini's Pizza Place

:

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

I

: All You Can Eat!

.•:

:

:

;

I ;

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

•••••••••••••••••••••••• •.......................
•••••••••••••••••••••••.
.........................
Reg. $4.99-With Coupon Just

:

EXPIRES March 27, 1992

:

Frazzini's Pizza Place

•
.

$4.49

I
I
I
I

OFFER GOOD ANY TUESDAY, 5 P.M. TO 7 P.M.

:

:
:
:

I I
I I
I I
I
1

:

~ ;

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •y

(~-----

·

Heart Shaped
:
\ 3 topping pizza
:
I
$10.99 ~ebruary 1-14 1
I
I
I

I

Frazzini's Pizza Place
EXPIRES February 15, 1992

:
.

I

••••••••••••••••••••••••

